Solar energy is a viable renewable energy source, and photovoltaic technology has mature significantly in recent years. To maintain the operating efficiency of photovoltaic system, heat must be remove from its surface, thus lead to development of photovoltaic/thermal system. This paper identify several key design criteria as well as heat transfer enhancement methods that is currently existed, and some future work is proposed to optimize the system.
Introduction
Natural resources and non-renewable energies such as fossil fuels, natural gas, and coal depletes as time passed by. Although nuclear energy gives a promising clean and considerable amount of energy, yet its process is hard to control and often cause environmental effect when leakage happened. Thus, solar energy which is renewable is getting attention and various techniques and technology are used to harvest its energy.
Energy from the sunlight can be harvested in term of thermal energy and electrical energy. Thermal energy can be harvested by using a solar thermal collector, whereby a heat absorbing medium or fluid such as air or water is exposed to sunlight in the solar thermal collector and the heated medium can serve other purposes in daily life.
Photovoltaic (PV) collector is a device containing an array of solar cell that convert sunlight into considerable amount of electricity via photoelectric effect. Typical output of PV collector is direct electrical energy in the form of low voltage, direct current.
On the other hand, photovoltaic/thermal collector is the hybrid of photovoltaic collector and solar thermal collector [1] , which simultaneously produce thermal and electrical output.
In practice, as the temperature of the photovoltaic cell increase, it will deteriorate the electrical performance and efficiency of the solar cell and photovoltaic conversion. Thus, flowing fluid is introduced into the photovoltaic system to enhance the effectiveness of heat removal from the solar panel. This design is named as Photovoltaic/Thermal System (PV/T). With that, excess heat release by the PV cell can be cooled down by the moving fluid to ensure of the PV cell is operate at optimum state.
Until recently, photovoltaic module and solar heater are two separate device that serves their independent function in harvesting energy from sunlight, whereby photovoltaic changes sunlight to electricity and solar heater convert sunlight to thermal energy and uses fluid such as air or water as the heat transfer medium. However, a problem arises whereby the increase photovoltaic cell temperature will reduce the electrical efficiency of the photovoltaic module. Thus, flow of fluid is incorporated into PV system, and thus becoming (PV/T) system to decrease the temperature of the photovoltaic cell.
Previous Work on Photovoltaic/Thermal System Design
Energy conversion from sunlight to electrical energy only can be done with the presence of a photovoltaic cell. K. Sopian [2] presented his work on single pass and double pass photovoltaic thermal collector. The author found that the photovoltaic efficiency inversely proportional to the absorber plate length. However, the improvement on the thermal efficiency of the collector proven to increase the overall efficiency of the photovoltaic thermal collector.
H.P Garg [3] conducted a steady state numerical analysis of the 10 m 2 solar photovoltaic thermal panel with both single glass and double glass configuration. The author concluded that the reduction of transmission of the solar irradiance would bring much effect in the reduction on thermal confinement of the collector. Although the study shows that with increased length of the collector, channel depth and mass flow rate of air flow will enhance the collector efficiency, yet double glass proven to be stored more energy compare to single glazed collector configuration.
Number of passes of the fluid flow also plays an important role in provision of effective heat removal of the photovoltaic cell. K. Sopian [2] presented his work in performance determination of single pass air PVT system and double pass air PVT system by using iterative method. His result shows that the cooling performance of double pass PV/T air collector is better than single pass PV/T air collector.
Hegazy [4] rectified K. Sopian's work by suggesting that if ventilation of air is forced by fan, then the fan should be taken into account in computing the energy system of the PV/T. He also studied four different types of PV/T air heater, comprises of single pass and 3 double pass solar air heater designs. He also highlighted that flow channel ratio D/L is an important design parameter and influencing the performance of PV/T air channel. For variable mass flow operation, the optimum ratio which effectively maximizes the thermo-electric gains from such collectors is given as 2.5 x 10 -3 .
Another design was proposed by M. Yusof Othman [5] by applying fins at the bottom of the solar cell. A collector with dimension of 0.85 m by 1.22 m and varying channel height of 30-120 mm as well as total area of 0.38 m 2 solar cell is used for the experiment. Blower is used to promote forced convection within the panel. With varying intensity produced by tungsten lamp, their work shows a good agreement between the experimented value and the theoretical value. They suggest that fins are essential to give a promising effect to the effectiveness of heat transfer of the photovoltaic cell and yields a higher output thermal energy in the system.
Work on Heat Transfer Enhancement Methods
Yixian Lee [6] performed a finite element modelling of a solar photovoltaic module, with multi crystalline silicon wafer PV cell dimension of 125 mm by 125 mm and configuration of 12 x 6 cells, 1580 mm by 790 mm area plate area. The author had determined the relationship of the efficiency of photovoltaic cell as a function of temperature, by setting the reference cell temperature at 25°C with 15% reference electrical efficiency. From the simulation, the author found that the highest cell temperature is at 66° with 12.2% efficiency.
Cecilia Rossi et al. [7] presented their work on water cooled retrofitted hybrid photovoltaic panels experimentally and numerically to determine three different backside insulation to achieve a better thermal contact between photovoltaic panel and thermal plate and the experiment is performed both indoor and outdoor. Their experiment found the wood ribs configuration offer the best performances as it helps to stick the thermal plate against the photovoltaic panel in effectively. They also concluded that acceptable thermal paste can be added to the photovoltaic cell to ensure a better thermal contact. However, the economical convenience should be assessed.
H.A Zondag and his team [8] conducted a performance analysis on electrical and thermal performance of a prototype combi photovoltaic thermal collector. They presented their three steady states model in 1dimensional, 2 dimensional and 3 dimensional modeling. A prototype of a photovoltaic thermal module is built and experiment is conducted to validate the result performed numerically for the solar module. They conclude that 1D model can give a faster efficiency determination then 2D and 3D. However for calculation of non-steady condition, they suggest that it is better to adopt for 2D and 3D modelling.
Rattanasuda and his team [9] performed an analytical study of the PV/T system's configuration system by using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) approach. A model of 4x4 configurations of the PV cell array is taken as the benchmark for comparison of the analysis of configuration with 8 x
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Advanced Research in Materials and Engineering Applications 2, 3 x 4, 4 x 3, and 6 x 2. They concluded that 4x4 configuration gave the best flow pattern when comparing to other configurations. The effectiveness of the heat transfer mechanism also depends on the flow pattern of the fluid that is in contact with the absorber plate. In engineering, most of the heat transfer mechanism that involving the fluid flow is preferred to be turbulent flow transverse motion of eddies transport momentum and heat to other region of the flow before they mix with the rest of the fluid and lose their identity, thus greatly enhancing the heat transfer rate [10] .
A numerical study was performed by Naphon [11] in determination of the effect of porous media in solar air heater. The author applied porous medium in second pass's wall lining and performed an implicit finite element analysis and found that the solar air heater with porous media gives 25.9% higher thermal efficiency than that without porous media.
Another method to enhance the mechanism of the heat transfer is by implementing parallel flow packed bed solar air heater. An analytical study of such heater is implemented in a solar air heater by Prashant Dhiman [12] in a double pass air heater. It is found that solar air heater performed 10-20% more than non-porous solar air heater. In designing parallel flow packed bed solar air heater, the author report that flow rate of the air is the predominant factor that would affect the overall heat transfer mechanism of the device.
Conclusion
Various design parameters had been proposed and developed by researchers throughout the world, and these design had been demonstrated by using both simulations as well as experiments. By looking at the heat transfer enhancement, most of the proposed methods focus on increasing the value of heat transfer coefficient, one way or another. For future work, researchers may want to look into utilizing novel working fluids with high thermal conductivity, such as nanofluids in their research.
